Hall Place
& Gardens
Set within walled gardens, this
venue boasts a beautiful,
colourful façade of mixed red
brick and monastic stone sits
proudly alongside the River Cray.
The Tudor building makes for
an inspiring wedding venue –
complete with a variety of
historical rooms with their own
elegance and style. Four of these
rooms are licensed for
ceremonies for up to 100 people
– from the grand panelled Great
Hall, which is next to the garden
and minstrels’ gallery, to the

Great Chamber, which boasts
carved ceilings and views over
the topiary and has capacity for
50 of your nearest and dearest.
Later, stay in the Great Hall to
enjoy your reception which has
space for 100 seated or up to
140 evening guests. The
adjacent Tudor kitchen also
works well to house the evening
buffet and bar, with the
connecting north courtyard,
ideal for those wanting a breath
of fresh air, but still staying close
to the party.
Ceremony licence? Yes
Contact: 01322 526 574
www.bexleyheritagetrust.org.uk

The Alexandra Suite
Set in the heart of Swanley, the Alexandra Suite has
become an important part of the area’s history. The venue
boasts a large dancefloor space surrounded by traditional
columns with an intimate lounge area. It’s here that you
can say your vows with up to 100 of your nearest and
dearest, where a grand total of 300 could join you for the
evening’s dancing.
Alternatively you could hold your ceremony in the quaint
Pavilion where 30 guests can watch you tie the knot and a
further 50, making it 80 loved ones in total, who can
celebrate with you in style well into the evening.
Ceremony licence? Yes
Contact: 01322 613 900
www.sbweddingsandbanqueting.co.uk

Bromley Court Hotel
At 115 yeas old, The Bromley Court Hotel is still as glamorous as ever. It’s
recently been refurbished to a high standard to create even more luxurious
and comfortable surroundings for guests, boasting features such as
showstopping chandeliers and an elegant staircase.
Choose between the several wedding packages available, safe in the
knowledge that as this venue is a hotel and a restaurant the catering will
be top notch. Enjoy its terrace, seasonal flowered walkway, summer house
and amazing views – on a clear day it even commands panoramic views of
the London skyline. In fact, this venue and its carefully landscaped gardens
are an ideal setting for photos. You’re also given the freedom to tie the
knot in one of five spaces that have room from 40 up to 150 guests.
Ceremony licence? Yes
Contact: 0208 461 8600
www.bromleycourthotel.co.uk
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